In developing a visual feedback system for a creative activity such as music performance, the objective is not just to reinforce one particular manner of performing. Instead, a desirable characteristic might be that the visual feedback enhances flexibility and originality, in addition to contributing to performance precision. In an experimental study focused on the timing of a musical ornament, we examined whether the instruction to explore ornament timing in training trials with or without visual feedback leads to improved temporal precision in imitating target performances of the ornament, and whether visual feedback enhances the performance diversity during training. The study uncovered distinct strategies of exploration of the performance of the musical ornament and highlighted the dynamics of exploration behavior during training. Visual feedback enhanced exploration of temporal characteristics and influenced imitation accuracy. This study opens up educational possibilities for the training of performance skills and provides direction for further investigation of creative processes in performance.
Music performance is a skill that requires a high level of temporal control (e.g., Palmer, 1997) and one of the aims of performance training software may be to assist in the acquisition of such temporal precision. Moreover, advanced performance of music also requires high levels of creativity, flexibility and imagination (e.g., McPherson, 1995; Keller & Appel, 2010 ) -when performing with others and when developing a personal (and original) interpretation of music. These set further demands for performance training software as will be discussed below.
Creativity in performance of classical music is related to the interpretation of music as it is notated in a score. The creative potential of performers (in the sense of the ability to generate diverse, unusual and original performances) may seem restricted by the musical notation compared to, for example, the potential variety and originality in improvised music. Even so, performing music from a score provides musicians with considerable expressive freedom: Although the notes are the same in any two performances from the same score, the timing of simultaneous and sequential events may be varied, as well as the intensity of events, their duration, and, for some instruments, their intonation. The combinatorial possibilities for expression are in principle endless.
To some extent, performers tend to explore only a particular area of the hypothetical performance space as suggested by found performance rules (e.g., Sundberg, Askenfelt, & Frydén, 1983; Sundberg, Friberg, & Frydén, 1991; Todd, 1985; Repp, 1992a; 1992b) . Nevertheless, over the centuries, performance styles change considerably, and, between performers, performance strategies may differ widely (e.g., Philip, 1992; Fabian, 2003; Timmers, Ashley, Desain, & Heijink, 2000) .
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A special instance of performance expression relates to the interpretation of musical elements whose notation is underspecified. Although this concerns music notation in general, it concerns ornamental notes in particular. Ornaments are notated by special symbols that refer to the kind of ornament, but do not contain the explicit rhythmic prescription that is otherwise used in music notation. This concerns both the onset timing of ornaments and the time interval between the ornament onset and the onset of the subsequent note. Additionally, as with all notes, the intensity of the event relative to the intensity of other events is not prescribed.
Several conventions have been established by musicians related to the performance of ornaments. For example, it is common in performance treatises to distinguish between ornaments that are accented and long, and conventionally performed "on the beat", and ornaments that are unaccented and short, and often performed "before the beat" (Neumann 1986; Donington, 1989) . Indeed, recently, we showed that the timing of one-note ornaments clusters into two categories, even for the same musical fragment, that show distinct temporal positioning of the ornament and distinct durations of the ornament .
Having established an interpretation of the music, performers show amazing consistency over repeated performances, which may even approach the limits of motor control and just-noticeable differences in perception . However before establishing an interpretation, performers often explore different possibilities. Although musicians perform music with expressive variations even when sight-reading (e.g., Sloboda, 1983) , advanced performers do spend considerable time defining, shaping, and refining an interpretation, especially when preparing for a concert performance (Chaffin, Imreh, Lemieux, & Chen, 2003) . This process often includes the exploration of alternatives (see also Davidson & King, 5 2004) . It is this process of exploring, shaping and refining that we interpret as a creative activity, that demands considerable resources of concentration, goal-setting, self-evaluation and problem-solving ability (Chaffin & Lemieux, 2004) .
When developing visual feedback systems for music performance that aim to improve student performance skills, it is important to keep the need for flexibility, intentionality and creativity in mind. Tools that provide automatic feedback have the tendency to reinforce norms, such as when presenting metronomic timing or equal temperament tuning as a reference. The implication is that there is one correct way to perform the music (e.g., Wilson, Lee, Callaghan, & Thorpe, 2008) . Alternatively, performance characteristics may be visualized without an indication of a norm (as when using a spectrogram to show intensity and timbre) providing no explicit feedback (see also Wilson et al., 2008 ).
An example of a flexible system with explicit feedback is the system developed by Juslin and colleagues (e.g., Juslin, Friberg, Schoonderwaldt, & Karlsson, 2004) . This system evaluates the emotional quality of a performance by comparing the expressive characteristics of a performance with optimal expressive characteristics per emotional category. If a performance is fast, loud, and staccato, it receives a high evaluation on the anger scale, while if the performance is slow, soft and legato it is evaluated as sad. This system promotes contrasting performing styles that communicate different emotional intentions.
Similarly, within the Practice Space project, we have developed a number of visual feedback prototype systems that require music students to perform the same music with a variety of expressive interpretations (Sadakata, Hoppe, Brandmeyer, Timmers, & Desain, 2008; Brandmeyer, Timmers, Sadakata, & Desain, 2011) . For example (in Brandmeyer et al., 2011) , drum students performed standard drum 6 patterns with three different interpretations (laid-back, rushed or on the beat). While playing, visual feedback was given using a visual form whose shape indicated the proximity of the student performance to the target performances. Each target interpretation was represented by a specific shape. If the student performance was very similar to one of the target interpretations, the visual form would resemble the respective shape, while if the student performance was somewhere in between target interpretations, the visual form would have an intermediate shape. The feedback was updated in real-time. The performance space was determined by expert performances of the three target interpretations and a residual category derived from beginner performances of the material, but the space could be expanded by extrapolating interpretations or by adding additional target performances. It was shown to be useful for advanced students who improved their skills by imitating the target performances.
Here we report on the effectiveness of a visual feedback program that provides feedback on the timing of a one-note musical ornament (a grace note). In the development of the ornament visual feedback system, we took the idea of enhancing expressive diversity one step further and asked participants to explore grace note timing as widely as possible as part of "an exploration training". Our aim was to test the effect of visual feedback and the effect of the instruction to explore widely on subsequent temporal precision in timing the ornament. Precision in timing the ornament was measured before and after the training and training was done with or without visual feedback. Many issues are involved in developing feedback systems for education, such as the demands and cognitive load of the learning environment (Chandler & Sweller, 1991) , the intuitiveness of the visual feedback, the target group of music students, or the extraction of relevant performance features for training.
These issues are not explicitly considered in this paper, but they have been in previous 7 papers (Brandmeyer et al., 2011; Sadakata, Brandmeyer, Timmers, Miezlaiskyte, & Desain, 2008) .
Previous research has demonstrated the potential effectiveness of a training procedure that uses a diversity of instances. For example, studies demonstrated enhanced skill acquisition after training using varied (e.g., variety of contexts, multiple speakers) rather than singular examples in motor skills acquisition (Magill & Hall, 1990 ) and speech perception (Logan, Scott & Pisoni, 1991; Sadakata & McQueen, 2011) .
Moreover, we take diversity in performance as a positive sign of skill. Rather than interpreting variation around a central tendency as a residual of unexplained noise, we measure the diversity in performances and interpret it as an indication of creative exploration, and as a possible contributor to skill enhancement. Although diversity is not sufficient for creativity, it is an important contributor to it: Tests of creativity often include an assessment of participants' ability to generate divergent examples (e.g., Torrance, 1974; Runco, 1986) . Individuals who transcend conventions and transform established behavior (such as Picasso or Stravinsky) often create a large number of works varying in quality and originality (Gardner, 1993) . We think that exploration and creating a diversity of works (or performances) is trainable, and may be facilitated by feedback on behavior. In the longer term, diversity training may even "make creativity" in a similar sense that "practice makes perfect" (e.g., Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993) , while acknowledging that several social as well as personal factors influence creativity and are a prerequisite for creative activity (Runco, 2004) .
Additionally, we assume that flexibility forms a necessary phase within skill development, and that diversification may improve performance. These hypotheses 8 are derived from the assumption that skill development shows analogies with a dynamic system that has phases of equilibrium and stability and transitional phases, resulting in non-linear changes. Within-participant instability may be indicative of multiple attractors for behavior and transitional phases between them (e.g., Kelso, Scholz, & Schöner, 1986) . Seen from a developmental perspective, instability may be indicative of a transitional phase towards new behavior (Thelen & Smith, 1994; Thelen, Ulrich, & Niles, 1987) . Instability may also be a necessary stage and, in a sense, facilitate the transition to a new phase in skill development.
These are large themes for an investigation that is limited in focus.
Nevertheless, we see them as relevant and important for our understanding of music performance as a cognitive skill and accordingly for the development of a system for performance education. Diversification of performance behavior is a way of being pcreative (person-specific creativity, see Boden, 2004) ; Performers vary their production of and their perspective on music without necessarily considering the relationship of their performances to performances by others. This variation may additionally lead to changes and potentially to improvements in the underlying performance skill. Online visual feedback is understood to be an effective means to provide immediate knowledge of results (e.g., Welsch 1985) . Such extrinsic or enhanced feedback has been demonstrated to improve learning in different domains, e.g., learning of bimanual coordination tasks (Swinnen et al., 1997) , learning of new vocabulary (Metcalfe & Kornell, 2007) , or second language learning (Hirata, 2004) , although feedback is not effective in all circumstances (Bjork, 1999; Schmidt & Bjork, 1992) . Additionally, automatised feedback may enhance motivation and effort, foster precision and build confidence (Pennington, 1999 ). In the current study, we assume that visualization of performance characteristics may benefit performers in a 9 number of ways: it provides a visual trace of the performance, which remains present for reflection after the performance. This may facilitate reflection on the performance and strategy formation to vary different aspects of the performance. It may also assist in providing knowledge of results for participants to see whether the intended variation was realized and what was done differently than anticipated.
The focus of the visual feedback is the timing of the melody notes surrounding and including the grace note. Building on previous research (Timmers et al., 2002) , we take the timing of the music without the grace note as reference to interpret the timing of the music with the grace note. The feedback shows this relationship between the timing of the melody notes with and without the grace note. The student is instructed to "explore" grace note performance in the training session. The effectiveness of the exploration training is examined by comparing the ability of students to imitate nine target performances of the music with the grace note before training and after training (within-subjects pre-test post-test design). A betweensubjects design is used to test the effect of visual feedback on the exploration training and the ability to imitate the target performances in the post-test. Success of imitation was measured for different aspects of the grace note timing separately to gather additional information about the aspects that performers are sensitive to and the aspects that the visual feedback reinforces.
Method

Participants
Twenty-four piano students of the Royal Conservatoire of The Hague participated in the experiment. Twelve were randomly assigned to the visual feedback group and the the remaining twelve were assigned to the control group. The mean age was 24.25 (SD = 4.00, min 18, max 30) for the visual feedback group (VFB group) and 26.75 10 (SD = 5.05, min 20, max 37) for the control group. Mean years of piano training was 17.58 (SD = 3.96, min 12, max 25) for the VFB group and 17.17 (SD = 6.39, min 7, max 30) for the control group.
Musical material
Two excerpts from the Theme of Beethoven's "Paisiello Variations" (WoO 70) were used as musical material. Each excerpt contains one grace note (see Figure 1 ). These excerpts are directly comparable, coming from the same piece of music. Nevertheless we know from previous studies that the two grace notes afford different treatment (Desain & Honing, 1994; Timmers et al., 2002; Windsor, Desain, Aarts, Heijink, & Timmers, 2001 ).
The two excerpts were performed in a moderate tempo (dotted 8 th note is 60 beats per minute, 1 second in duration, which means that 8 th notes are 333 ms in duration). The tempo was indicated by a mechanical piano performance of the first bar of the excerpt (illustrated as cross notes in Figure 1 ). The participants continued performing the excerpt after this mechanical introduction. the timing of the melody notes with the grace note appeared while performing.
To establish a baseline performance of the excerpt, participants first performed the excerpt a few times without the grace note until they were satisfied with their performance. For participants of the visual feedback group, this last performance without the grace note was stored for future use. Next, participants did the pre-test imitation task. In this task, participants heard nine target performances and were asked to imitate each target as precisely as possible. The order of target performances was randomized over participants. They imitated each target immediately following its presentation and had only one trial per imitation. The only difference between the nine targets was a difference in timing of the ornament and its immediately surrounding notes.
An exploration training followed the pre-test imitation task. During this training session, the participants of the experimental group received visual feedback on the timing of their performances. The training consisted of 36 trials. A trial always started with the mechanical introduction to indicate the tempo, followed by a performance of the rest of the excerpt by the participant, including the grace note.
Participants were instructed to explore the performance of the grace note as widely as possible, to focus on the timing and duration of the grace note and the surrounding notes, and to look for extremes as well as in-between performances. The exploration training was followed by the post-test imitation task, which was a repetition of the pre-test imitation procedure.
The same procedure was followed for Excerpts 1 and 2. The instructions, scores and visual feedback (if applicable) were shown on a flat-screen placed on the MIDI-grand piano in front of the pianist (in the normal position for scores). The entire experiment was self-paced: Participants indicated their desire to move on to the next instruction screen or trial by pressing a specified piano key. The order of the two excerpts was counter-balanced across participants. The duration of the experiment was slightly over half an hour.
Visual Feedback
Participants of the VFB group received real-time visual feedback during the exploration training on the timing of the grace note and the melody notes surrounding the grace note (the previous note, main note and next note). No visual feedback was provided during the pre-test and the post-test. During the entire trial, the timing of the surrounding melody notes measured from the performance without the grace note was shown on the screen as reference. This included the note preceding the grace note which was to be inserted (we refer to this note as the "previous note"), the note following the grace note to be inserted (referred to as the "main note", because it is the note that the grace note embellishes), and the note following the main note (referred to as the "next note").
The timing of the notes with the grace note was visualized while the pianist was performing. The onset of a note was indicated with a vertical colored line. The color indicated which note was performed. The horizontal position indicated the temporal position of the note measured from the onset of the note we call the "previous note". Temporal placement was from left to right: later onsets were further to the right (see Figure 2 for two examples). The feedback remained visible until the start of the next trial.
The visual feedback was explained by way of the two examples given in Figure 2 . The control group was also given these two visual examples to explain the exploration task. This was to ensure that both groups received identical instructions for the exploration training. 14 Target performances
In the pre-test and post-test, participants imitated nine target performances out of a total of 18 target performances. These target performances were constructed using a model of grace note timing (Timmers et al., 2002 ) that takes a performance without a grace note and adds a grace note according to specified timing parameters. The timing parameters concern the duration of the grace note (ioi G ) and the time-steal characteristics. These time-steal characteristics relate to the changes in the timing of the melody notes if a grace note is inserted (compared to the timing of the melody notes without the grace note) and to the temporal position of the grace note with respect to the original timing of the melody notes. Starting with the latter, the onset of the grace note can be before the original timing of the main note, in which case we state that it takes time from the previous note (it falls within the time originally allocated to the previous note). The time stolen from the previous note is positive (p > 0). Alternatively, the onset of the grace note can coincide with the original timing of the main note, in which case the time stolen from the previous note is nil (p  0). This situation often leads to shortening of the main note inter-onset-interval (m > 0).
Instead of shortening the main note inter-onset-interval, the main IOI may keep its duration and the subsequent note onset may be delayed by a period proportional to the grace note duration: The addition of the grace note leads to an insertion of time (i > 0) rather than a taking of time. In reality, a combination of these strategies may be used.
As explained, the three timing parameters (p, m, and i) are estimated by comparing the onset timing of notes in the performance with the grace note, to the onset-timing of notes in the performance without the grace note. The timing differences are expressed as proportions of the grace note duration (ioi G ) and the three proportions sum to 1. In this way, p, m and i indicate the proportion of the grace note that is timed by taking time from the previous note or main note or by inserting time.
Note that a prerequisite of this procedure is that the base-tempo of the performances are very close. Otherwise the timing parameters are additionally affected by tempo differences between the conditions.
The target performances for the experiment were constructed based on the observed variability within the performances of sixteen professional pianists as recorded and analyzed previously (Timmers et al., 2002) . For example, the grace note of Excerpt 2 was on average longer in duration than the grace note of Excerpt 1. An original performance was used without a grace note by one of the pianists who showed a standard high quality performance of the music. The grace note was added in 18 different ways to create 18 target performances: a short, medium or long grace note was performed before the original main note timing, at the original main note timing or somewhere in the middle, and this was done with some inserted or subtracted time to add some additional variation. See Table 1 for a summary of the settings. From these 18 versions, two sets of nine target performances were selected.
A participant received one of the sets for Excerpt 1 and the other set for Excerpt 2.
The order of the two excerpts was counter-balanced across participants. 
Data Analysis
Performance features
The analysis of the performances focused on the timing of the grace note and its surrounding melody notes to parallel the variation of timing parameters in the target performances. However, in the exploration training, participants did not restrict their exploration to timing. They also varied the dynamics of the grace note and its surrounding notes. Therefore, in the analysis of the exploration performances, force of keystrokes (measured as key-velocity in MIDI instruments) was also taken into account. Figure 3 gives a schematic of the timing (t) and key-velocity (v) parameters involved in the feature calculations. These relate to the performance of the previous, grace, main or next note of the melody (capital letters) or accompaniment (small letters). The first feature is the grace note duration or grace IOI. This is the interval between the onset of the grace note (t G ) and the main note (t M ):
The second feature is the proportion of the grace note stolen from the previous note (p). In contrast to our procedure in previous studies, due to tempo variations, the performances with the grace note could not directly be compared to the performances without the grace note. Therefore two alternative definitions of stolen proportions were calculated: a stolen proportion based on the predicted timing of the melody notes given the durations of the initial notes of the excerpt and a stolen proportion based on the position of the accompaniment notes. The latter definition makes use of the practice that the accompaniment notes are timed "on time", they keep tempo, while the melody notes are timed more flexibly (e.g., Hudson, 1994) . While this type of rubato is not very common in modern performances of western classical repertoire, it is intrinsic to ornament timing: the timing of the accompaniment notes remains relatively unaffected by the addition of an ornament.
The first proportion stolen from the previous note is calculated by comparing the onset timing of the grace note with the predicted onset timing of the main note:
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The second proportion stolen from the previous note is calculated by comparing the onset timing of the grace note with the onset timing of the accompaniment note:
The first proportion stolen from the main note IOI was calculated by comparing the main note IOI to the predicted main note IOI (Eq.4), while the second proportion stolen from the main note IOI compared the main note IOI to the main note IOI of the accompaniment (Eq.5).
(4)
The first proportion inserted (i 1 ) was calculated by comparing the onset of the next note to the predicted onset of the next note (Eq.6), while the second proportion inserted (i 2 ) compared the onset of the next note to the onset of the next note in the accompaniment (Eq.7).
(6)
These pairs of features are associated but not overlapping and do not need to correlate. For example, if the addition of a grace note leads to the addition of time relative to the predicted time of the melody notes (i 1 ), this may not need to affect the relationship between the accompaniment and main note (i 2 ). The opposite may be true as well: no time is added with respect to the predicting onset timing (i 1 is close to 0) 20 nevertheless the relative onset of the melody note following the main note is displaced with respect to its associated accompaniment note (affecting i 2 ).
In addition to these seven timing features, four key-velocity features were defined that characterize the dynamics of the grace note and surrounding melody notes. These features are only used in the analysis of the exploration training. The features measure the relative accenting (∆v) of the grace note (v G in Eq.8), main note (v M Eq.9), or next note (v N Eq.10) compared to the average key-velocity ( ) of the initial melody notes (notes up to the grace note) and the difference in key-velocity of the grace note and the main note (Eq.11).
(8)
(10)
Outlier analysis Performances that were incomplete or did not contain the correct notes were excluded from further analysis. One of the participants performed the grace notes with an additional note in the pretests and the performances of this participant had to be excluded from the pre-and post-test analyses. A minority of 4.4% of the pre-test and post-test performances was excluded. For the training data, a minority of 5.8% of the 864 trials per excerpt (36 x 24) was excluded or not performed.
Additionally, an outlier analysis was run for each feature. If a feature value was larger than three standard deviations above the mean or smaller than three standard deviations below the mean, the value was replaced by the maximum of three standard deviations above or below the mean, respectively. This procedure tempered the influence of outliers without deleting data.
Results
The results section is split into five sub-sections. The first two focus on the imitation of the target performances in the pre-tests and post-tests and examine the effects of feedback, training, and excerpt. The second two sub-sections are related to the data of the exploration training. Strategies of exploration are distinguished using a factor analysis. This is followed by a characterization of the exploration of each factor and an examination of the influence of visual feedback on exploration strategy. The final subsection examines the relationship between behavior in the exploration training and in the pre-and post-tests.
Imitation of the target performances
The ability of the performers to imitate the target performances was assessed per feature and per test using the correlation between the target feature values and in what direction a feature was varied in relation to the instructed variation. Moreover, correlations have been used previously by other authors to assess similarity in timing profiles (e.g., Clarke, 1993; Repp, 2000) . Generally, the average correlations were low for all features except grace note IOI, indicating that participants had great difficulty performing successful imitations.
It might be that participants focused on the imitation of particular features (for example the grace note IOI), and neglected other features. Table 3 Effects of musical excerpt on the imitation of the target performances
The above analysis examined the imitation of the target performances and the improvement from the first pre-test to the last post-test of a participant, irrespective of which grace note and musical context were performed. However, for some features, These effects of excerpt on imitation accuracy are for the most part as expected: The grace note and the main note are longer in Excerpt 2 than in Excerpt 1, which may facilitate the perception and production of variations in onset timing of the target notes (grace, main and next note), which corresponds with the higher imitation accuracy of p 1 and i 1 for Excerpt 2. Additionally, the imitation of the main note IOI (m 1 ) was better for Excerpt 2 than for Excerpt 1 for the visual feedback group only.
That is relatively better as the imitation of this feature was not good in general, as observed earlier.
Factors of exploration in the exploration training
The second set of analyses focuses on the training data and the strategies performers used to explore grace note performance, and possible influences of feedback and excerpt. Participants had 36 trials per musical excerpt to explore different ways of performing the grace note. To uncover general strategies of exploration, a principal component analysis was run on the eleven extracted features for each excerpt separately. Four dynamics features were included in addition to the seven timing features. The principal component analysis resulted in five components that had an eigenvalue greater than one. These five components were subjected to a varimax rotation to increase interpretability. Table 4 shows the correlations between each rotated factor and each extracted feature. It also shows the percent explained variance per factor (bottom row of the table). For both excerpts, Factor 1 correlates strongly with m 2 and p 2 (negative correlation). Additionally, for Excerpt 1, Factor 1 correlates strongly with p 1 (negative correlation), while for Excerpt 2, Factor 1 correlates strongly with m 1 . This factor captures variations in the stolen time characteristics: the grace note is timed within the "nominal" time of the previous IOI (it precedes the predicted onset of the main note and precedes the accompaniment main note) or it is timed by taking time from the main note (it shortens the main note IOI). For Excerpt 1, the variation in the onset timing of the grace note is done without affecting the main note IOI much, which is indicated by the limited correlation with m 1 . This is in line with a predominantly 27 before the beat performance of the grace note in Excerpt 1 (see Timmers et al., 2002) .
In contrast, for Excerpt 2, the variations do affect the main note IOI, indicating that on-the beat performance of the grace note in this excerpt is common. 
Exploration of factors
An overview of the exploration of each factor is given per feedback group in Figure 4 .
It shows the contours of the distributions of the data per factor, group and excerpt.
The distributions for Factors 3-5 are close to a normal distribution with one clear peak in the middle, although the distributions are leptokurtic, especially the distributions of Factor 5 in both excerpts. The distributions of Factors 1 and 2 show two local maxima rather than one global maximum. These correspond with two opposite interpretations of the grace notes of Excerpts 1 and 2: for Factor 1, the grace notes were either performed by predominantly stealing time from the previous note or by predominantly taking time from the main note. For Factor 2, the grace notes were relatively accented compared to the main note, or the main notes were relatively accented. These two opposite interpretations and interpretations in between occur relatively often leading to a broad and flat distribution.
The strongest difference in data distribution across feedback groups concerns Factors 1 and 2 for both excerpts: The feedback group shows an especially wide distribution for Factor 1 and a relatively narrow distribution for Factor 2, compared to the control group. This means that participants from the visual feedback group varied the time-steal characteristics of the grace note timing more than participants from the control group. In contrast, the control group participants varied the dynamic accenting of the grace note performances particularly strongly, more so than the visual feedback group.
Comparison of the distributions using independent samples Mann-Whitney U- This analysis includes all training trials of individual participants. A statistically more stringent measure is to define one measure of exploration per participant, for example the variance in factor values across training trials. The difference across groups in factor variance was tested and was only marginally significant for Factor 1, Excerpt 1 (independent samples Mann-Whitney U-test, p =
.065, N = 24, Mean  = 1.68 and 2.25, for the control and feedback group, respectively), and for Factor 2, Excerpt 2 (independent samples Mann-Whitney Utest, p = .094, N = 24, Mean  = 1.66 and 1.28, for the control and feedback group, respectively). These trends are in the expected direction and indicate that the visual feedback allowed participants to focus on the exploration of the timing of the grace note and surrounding notes rather than focusing on varying the accenting pattern.
The limited statistical significance in this comparison between the two groups using collated data for individual participants is a result of strong individual differences between participants. Table 5 Only a few participants explored this factor, as can also be seen from the pointy distribution (high kurtosis) shown in Figure 4 . performances of Excerpt 1, and bottom graphs concern performances of Excerpt 2. Participants differed in the amount of variation within dimensions, and also in their mean factor values over training performances. Figure 4 shows the mean factor values for individual participants as crosses at the bottom of each graph, and highlights the considerable spread in means. The more extreme means correspond with contrasting interpretations of the music that were noted before. As will be seen below, these means were center points for individual pianists that were relatively stable.
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Exploration of factors was further investigated by examining the (absolute) changes in factor values between successive training trials. This was done to get an impression of the degree to which participants explored the factors in a gradual manner or rather made abrupt changes in interpretation. The majority of absolute inter-trial changes were small with median values close to or below one standard deviation unit for all factors of both excerpts (see Table 5 ). These small inter-trial changes were alternated with larger changes in interpretation to explore more widely. Nevertheless, these correlations are still not very high, which is related to the previously mentioned predominance of smaller absolute differences in general.
Interestingly, participants seemed to have two modes of performance: a repetition mode characterized by successive smaller difference values or an exploration mode characterized by successive larger difference values. Table 6 shows the probability of a smaller inter-trial change and a larger inter-trial change (> 1 standard deviation) as well as the first order probabilities of smaller changes following smaller or larger inter-trial changes. As can be seen, the chance that a larger change follows a larger change is considerably higher than the probability of a larger change following a smaller change. the tendency to explore these particular features during training and the ability to imitate these features afterwards. Note that these are two of the three features that were relatively well imitated (see Table 3 ).
Summary and Discussion
We examined the effectiveness of a visual feedback system that does not reinforce a particular norm of playing, but that aims to enhance performance and train expression by promoting performance diversity. Performers' ability to imitate target performances improved with exploration training as indicated by higher correlations in the post-test than the pre-test for several features. Generally, however, the correlations between target and imitation features were low, indicating that imitation of the features was a difficult task for even advanced piano students. The improvement in imitation accuracy especially concerned the imitation of the grace note IOI. Visual feedback was found to influence the quality of the imitations of particular features: It had both a positive and a negative effect. This qualitative effect of visual feedback on the imitation accuracy of particular features was also reflected in a different distribution of high correlations across the two groups in the post-test.
As explained in the results section, we attribute this qualitative difference to the fact that the feedback emphasizes controlling the timing of the note following the main note in addition to controlling the timing of the other more obvious notes (grace note and main note) by showing this note in the feedback. The control participants may have paid less attention to this aspect and would have focused on the grace and main note timing.
An influence of visual feedback was also found in a difference in distributions of data across exploration dimensions: Participants of the visual feedback group varied the time-steal characteristics of the ornament performance relatively extensively, while the participants of the control group varied the accenting pattern of the grace note relatively widely. This suggests that without visual feedback, the accenting pattern of the grace note is a relatively salient dimension. The visual feedback facilitates a stronger focus on the timing characteristics of the ornament performance as instructed. Thus, visual feedback could potentially be used to guide learners' attention towards an important dimension that could otherwise be overlooked. It is noteworthy in this respect that advanced performers have been found to control onset timing more deliberately in the communication of temporal structure than less advanced performers who primarily varied dynamics and articulation (Sloboda, 1983) . It is also noteworthy that variations in timing and dynamics may be perceptually confused in the sense that a dynamic accent may be perceived as a lengthening, or a lengthening may have the perceptual effect of a volume increase.
This suggests that without feedback, participants may have been unaware that they
were not varying timing.
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The results have highlighted characteristics of the dynamics of exploration (Thelen & Smith, 1994) : it highlighted how the performances of participants fluctuated around relatively stable centers functioning as "attractor" zones. These center points of performance characteristics did not necessarily overlap for different participants, but could represent "opposite" interpretations. For example, participants may vary around an "on the beat" interpretation of the grace note, while others varied around a "before the beat" interpretation. Small-scale changes in performance characteristics were very frequent, resulting in a fine-scale "sampling" of the performance space. Some performers restricted the exploration to these fine changes and remained close to their central zones, while other participants showed less stability and their performances varied much in timing and dynamics characteristics.
These latter performers tended to perform better in the imitation task following the exploration training. Thus the exploration task did seem to benefit imitation skills, given the improvement in correlation for the imitation of the grace note IOI in particular, and a positive association between factor variance and imitation ability of participants in the post-test. Note however that no comparison was made with a condition without training.
The comparison between factor variances of individual participants emphasized personal (p-creativity) rather than historical creativity (h-creativity; Boden, 2004) by indicating how much participants deviated with respect to their own central tendencies. We compared the degrees to which participants explored the performance space as defined by the five factors of exploration and found that this was correlated with imitation performance in the post-test. Nevertheless, in the process of exploration, participants abandoned performance constraints and as a group they were, in our opinion, h-creative. Participants varied the different dimensions of 38 the grace note timing more independently than expected: there was no association between grace accenting and the position of the grace note or between grace accenting and its duration. This contrasts with previous empirical findings as well as theoretical notions about grace note performance; accented graces are long and on the beat, while graces before the beat can only have a short duration (Donington, 1989; Neumann, 1978; . Similarly, insertion of grace notes by inserting time was one of the explored tendencies. This is not an acknowledged way of performing grace notes in performance treatises, nor was it one of the performance strategies found previously (see again Donington, 1989; Neumann, 1978; . In general, we were rather surprised with the inventiveness of our participants. They went far beyond the target interpretations presented in the pre-test and the post-test. For example, the shortest grace IOI was less than 10 ms, and the longest 776 ms with a lower quartile of 47 ms, and higher quartile of 147 ms for Excerpt 1. The median of 73 ms was slightly longer than the mean grace IOI used in the target performances of Excerpt 1. To be truly creative, the explored performances should also be aesthetically valuable (Gardner, 1993) . While this may be questionable for some of the performances, exploration did seem to have the additional benefit of contributing to performance precision.
Participants seemed to explore all of the options that were available: the proportion between time taken from the previous note and the main note, the relative accenting of notes, the insertion of pauses, and asynchrony with respect to the accompaniment. Although these exploratory dimensions may seem particular to ornament timing, they are actually expressive strategies that can be used in performance more generally; varying the relative rhythmic proportions of subsequent notes (as in the practice of notes inégales, Moelants, 2011) , changing the duration contrast between rhythmic values (Sundberg, Friberg, & Fryden, 1991) , inserting a micropause (Sundberg, Friberg, & Frydén, 1991) , accenting using duration or intensity (Sloboda, 1983) , or varying the melody while keeping tempo in the accompaniment (tempo rubato; Donington, 1989; Hudson, 1994) , which results in varying asynchrony locally (Timmers et al., 2000; Ashley, 2002) for prominent use of this within a different musical genre).
These strategies are of a different and a more local nature than the expressive strategies seminally summarized by Clarke (1988) , who emphasized patterning across a phrase. They may tap into the diversity of small-scale patterns rather than to the more frequently investigated and more common patterns across the phrase as identified by Repp (1992a) .
For educational purposes, it is important to explicitly refer to these kinds of strategies and to be more aware of their applicability. Providing training in this strategies in a well-defined setting such as ornament performance might be a way of enhancing their usability. Building on research on music performance of ornaments as well as larger musical structures, an automatic evaluation and feedback system is now within reach that assists music students in enhancing their technical skills as well as motivating their exploratory tendencies (see also Brandmeyer et al., 2011) . Such a system does not need to be normative, but can enhance flexibility and motivate strategies to explore different aspects of performance, which may actually additionally enhance performance precision.
Efficacy of diversity in training materials is acknowledged in learning of various skills (Logan, Scott, & Pisoni, 1991; Magill & Hall, 1990; Paas & van Marriënboer, 1994; Roller, Cohen, Kimball, & Bloomberg, 2001; Sadakata & McQueen, 2011) . The advantage of processing a larger variety of training materials is the need to develop a more general and robust representation of a target task rather 40 than reinforcing specialization, which limits the potential for transfer of learning (Logan et al., 1991) . Exploring various ways to realize the same piece certainly increases diversity in training materials. Additionally, asking participants to explore something deliberately promotes an active form of learning (e.g., Dale, 1954) .
We have illustrated an approach towards the investigation of the exploration of a conceptual space. Within the general conceptual space as defined by the performances as a whole, individual participants explored particular areas (smaller or larger), generally making only small inter-trial changes, but interlacing these with wider explorations. Despite the focus on a small-scale phenomenon (the timing of an ornament), we hope to have highlighted a number of important avenues in music research to investigate further: the ability to measure the exploration of a conceptual space in performance, the importance of creativity and intentional diversity in skill development, and implications of viewing skill development as a dynamic system.
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